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A Feasibility Study on Utilization in Figure Skating by A Wireless Inertia Sensor 
Motion Capture System
Abstract
　The wireless inertia sensor type motion capture does not interfere with the operation of the device 
wearer. As a result of the experiment, it became clear that when jumping figure skating on the skating rink 
the position of each joint can be accurately obtained. In addition, by analyzing the skeleton, it is possible to 
identify the center of gravity and the contact points （where the pressure increases on the ground and the 
part where it is installed），and the jump strictly follows the rules. It was possible to quantitatively clarify 
whether the jump was strictly according to the rules.
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（Axis Neuron Version: 3.8.42.8591, Calculation 
Engine Version: 3.2.2.7251）であった。
　使用したPCは
Apple社製　MacBook Pro （15-inch, 2016）
プロセッサ：2.6 GHz Intel Core i7
メモリ：16 GB 2133 MHz LPDDR3
グラフィックス：Radeon Pro 450 2 GB, Intel 
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